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Dear members of HOPE.
As announced earlier the first Newsletter of 2009 would be about the workshops of HOPE.
In this edition you will find short presentations of the ones that are now running.
Number two will be edited by Christian Lieutenant and the content about the teaching
of children and young adults with psychiatric disorders.
Hurry to send in contributions to christian.lieutenant@gmail.com.

Editors
of this number

Elisabeth Cauchon
Network Coordinator

In the last NL of 2008 some links were broken. The editor Meredith O'Connor has restored them
where possible. Thank you and congratulations to Meredith who took her time to insert the
changes even though she had just given birth to a little baby girl only two weeks old.
HOPE workshops are free of charge. Exchanges mainly take place on-line.
Active workshops may meet at HOPE events. It is a wonderful opportunity to work together for
and with our pupils.

Liliane Boyer

The next congress and General Assembly of HOPE will be in Munich 3rd - 8th November 2010
The main topic will be about networking among professionals in order to provide support for
sick children.
Remember to pay your fees and if you feel that HOPE makes a difference do your best to
persuade more teachers to become active members. Organizations cannot survive on air alone.
With greetings from Uppsala where spring is exploding.
Gerd Falk-Schalk - President
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Since the beginning we try to work together within our European association.
That was our goal during two decades. For that purpose we have built a network of workshops.
The first one was based around the topic “What do we learn in hospital?” and proposed 15
workshops. Now, our work has changed everywhere in Europe, the children don’t stay such a
long time in hospital and we have news missions to fullfill.
So we have several workshops which are working, some of them are old ones that’s why they
have kept their original number (2,3,14,15) some are new ones (17,19)
Our association is european, we have in common our work, our pedagogy.
How can we share our experiences, exchange our good practices, know what’s going on in the
different countries.
Two ways:
- the newsletter which gives us informations about different countries or about different
topics in Europe and in the world
- the network which gives us the opportunity to work together.
That means work on the same topic, exchange our different points
of view, our experiences, try to find solutions.
These workshops are rich of exchanges, beyond the differences
of culture and languages. We try to work towards the same goal and
we are forming a common european culture and consciousness.
In this newsletter you will find different articles written by the coordinators of the workshops
which are functionning.
You can still join them in being in touch with their coordinators or impulse new ones.
Elisabeth Cauchon – Network coordinator – asthme.ecole@trs.aphp.fr
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Elisabeth Cauchon
Gilles Ceintrey
Fernand Grimal
Michel Kleuters
Gerd Falk-Schalk
Mojca Topic
Christine Walser

asthme.ecole@trs.aphp.fr
g.ceintrey@ac-nancy-metz.fr
fernand.grimal@wanadoo.fr
m.kleuters@ziezon.nl
018.252682@telia.com
mojca.topic@siol.net
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Teaching and learning through projects
Workshop
2

Environment
and
Biodiversity

How can we make our pupils work together on the same topic, beyond
the frontiers, beyond the different cultures, beyond the languages?
Yann Arthus-Bertrand a well known French photographer gave photos
about biodiversity and environment to French schools in order to educate
the pupils about ecology.
The posters were given to the schools and the photos are available on the
web. So, everyone can edit them with the text underneath related to the
concerned topic.
It’s therefore easy to work in different countries on the same subject.
What are these photos?
Photos to testify, to give us to see, to think for us who are in hospital, it is a
window to the outside world, a journey, an encounter. An encounter, which
give us to think of our place on the planet, of life and species, of the beauty
of the nature but also of the horror of the war. To think the world, to better
heal the wounds.

Photo ©Michel et Christine Denis-Huot
Femelle léopard (Panthera pardus) et son petit,
réserve du Masaï Mara, Kenya.

How do we do?
All the countries which participate edit the photos and work their own way
about the subject described.
From this material: photos and texts we can work on geography, history,
biology, language, mathematic…It’s a global pedagogy. Then we try to
create a text, a poem, paintings, drawings or sculptures connected with the
photos.
How do we communicate?

ENT ward- Trousseau – Paris- France

By Internet, we exchange our texts, our poems, our photos about the artistic
realisations and we exhibit our partner’s works in our own classrooms.
At the end, we hope to find financial resources to make an exhibition which
will travel in the different countries concerned.
The project started in Trousseau’s hospital (Paris) and now different wards
and countries participate: France (Paris: Trousseau, Necker; Le Mans),
Belgium (Brussels), Slovenia (Ljubljana), Israel (Tel-Aviv) who joined us
at Tampere during the congress. A geriatric ward in Paris is involved.
The works are the result of a long chain of collaboration through space:
France, Belgium, Slovenia, Israel and through time: younger and older to
concern them and to make everyone conscious of environment and
biodiversity.
Elisabeth Cauchon asthme.ecole@trs.aphp.fr

Yann Arthus-Bertrand
www.yannarthusbertrand.org
Is more dedicated to this way of working and to his team, photos, exhibitions, publications, news, the
film.

Pediatric ward – Le Mans - France

www.yannarthusbertrand2.org
Is a data bank, which contains more than 1000 photographs with their captions. Each photo can be
downloaded as wallpapers for free.
www.GoodPlanet.org
A non-profit association, for the promotion of the Sustainable development chaired by Yann ArthusBertrand
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New technologies – TICEWorkshop
3

Workshop 3
Seminar Remiremont

The workshop 3 has started with Martine Cogels (Belgium) as coordinator in 1996 and is “co-coordinated”
since 2002, at the european days in Rome, by Fernand Grimal et Gilles Ceintrey (France).
Around 30 members are registered and exchange regularly by mail.Three seminars have been organised :
- Manresa (Spain/Catalonia) in October 2003, by Antonia Maria Gorgas et Imma Estela-Prat. The
topic was:creation of video-games.
- Remiremont (France) in May 2005, organised by Gilles Ceintrey. The topic was : Processing
numeric pictures
- Lisieux (France) in May 2006, organised by Annie Gadrat and Nadine Léandre. The topic was:
numeric sound, editing animation.
During these three events the 25 persons gathered had a pedagogic training, rich exchanges and
socialization.
These experiences gave us good practices and skills to organise meetings and specially in funding private
or publics sponsors.
We can now write down the necessary procedure to organise seminars (needs, finance, sponsors...)
Since 2007, ten members of worshop 3 are in an european Comenius project: HIH (Histoire Interactive à
l’Hôpital = interactive story in hospital). So the workshop was “in standby” for a while. As the HIH project
is going to end in June 2009, the Hope exchanges and meetings are going to start again!
In the future: informal exchanges in the fall of 2009 and a meeting point during the Munich Hope Congress
in 2010.
The workshop 3 doesn’t lack in projects: how to use Internet tools, communication ones, standardization
of the tools, helping the hospital teachers with news technologies...We must gather our members.
We will decide then of the topic, the place and the dates of the next seminar.
Gilles Ceintrey g.ceintrey@ac-nancy-metz.fr and Fernand Grimal fernand.grimal@wanadoo.fr

The changing role and functions of the Hospital Teacher
It has been a long time that there was any news about this workshop. Times and developments don’t wait
for us and are still going on. Also the changings in the roles and functions of the Hospital teachers.
But there are also positive news: Mr. Otto Mourik, MA , director of the Foundation for sick pupils and
education , Rotterdam in the Netherlands made a very interesting and useful overview about competences
and roles of the Hospital teacher who is working with ( psycho-) somatic children and adolescents. This
book can be seen as a handguide for directors and teachers of Hospital schools all over the world: for
every country there is enough material in this “Professional Profile for hospital teachers” that can be used
in his/her own country.
There are 48 competences in this book divided in 11 tasks of the Hospital Teacher. These 11 tasks are
divided in “General professional tasks”, “Supporting tasks” and “Specific supporting tasks”.
There are already headteachers of Hospital schools who use this book to show the outside world what
Hospital teachers daily are doing, what their responsibilities are, with what and with whom they have to
deal within their work.
My proposal is:
1. If you want to receive this book, send me a message with your postaddress and I will send you a hardcopy for free. ( m.kleuters@ziezon.nl ) As compensation for this free offer I ask you to donate 20,00€
or more if you want to, to HOPE.(you will find the address and bankaccount of our treasurer on
HOPE-website)
2. I would like to receive your short opinion, after some time, about what the book can mean for your
own situation in your own country.
3. I would like to receive your short opinion on which parts/items of the book could be useful for the
Hospital teachers in general in Europe.
4. I would ask you to let me know if you want to join me in this workshop 14 during the HOPE
Congress in Munich 2010, so that we can discuss your experiences and the information I received
from many of you. I would be very honored and pleased if you would do so.
At last: The book “The Professional Profile for Hospital Teachers” is written in the English language and
shows, in words, what Hospital teachers are doing with and behalve of sick children and adolescents and
their education. This book is inspiring for the future of Hospital teachers and can be also the start to
realize a European Professional Profile for Hospital teachers. For this last thing I need all your help.
Please respond to this appeal to m.kleuters@ziezon.nl
Mr. Michel Kleuters
Network manager ZIEZON in the Netherlands
and Secretary of the Board of HOPE.

Workshop
14
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The right to education for children with medical needs
Workshop
15

The “European Charter for the Educational Care of Sick Children and Adolescents in
Hospital and Home Tuition” was adopted by the members participating in the
General Assembly in Barcelona in 2000. The proposed Charter was the result of
workshop 15, then coordinated by Palle Yndahl Olsen. It is high time we make use
of it and work towards its implementation in the whole of Europe.
The first aim of our association (see Statutes § 3) is to establish the right to education
for hospitalised children according to their individual needs in a suitable
environment; - to ensure this education for the sick child at home.
Among the activities our association proposes to attain its aims in the sending of
letters to those responsible for the teaching at a local level, national and European.
Consequently making use of our newly gained position as an accredited INGO with
the Council of Europe (2007), in my function as President of HOPE I sent letters to
Parliamentarians of countries represented in the Council of Europe. While also
including our Charter I asked for answers to four questions. The result: “A HOPE Survey, 2007 – 2008, Summary, Identified Barriers and Examples of Good Practice”
is now ready and put on our web together with all other related documents; scanned
copies of the 33 letters sent in response and by and tables of the four questions. (if
not completely ready when this Newsletter goes on-line, then within soon)

The European Charter

http://www.hospitalteachers.eu/winfos/activeprojects_master.php  Workshop 15.
http://www.hospitalteachers.eu/winfos/ap_detail.php?recordID=04
It is my hope that the documents will serve as a revival of activities in workshop 15.
So please re-register or register to me and the co-ordinator of all HOPEworkshops, Elisabeth Cauchon.
The result of the Survey will be sent back to the Ministries. Let’s work together!
Make use of the documents. Start sending letters to authorities and especially the
Parliamentarians in the Council of Europe. Ask them to support the campaign and
raise the issue in Parliament. Even if they don’t react they will at least know what
HOPE stands for.
This link leads you to the Parliamentarians country by country.
http://assembly.coe.int/ASP/AssemblyList/AL_DelegationsList_E.asp
Good luck! Send in and share more ideas about how we can co-operate within
workshop 15 for the educational rights of our pupils.

Co-ordinator, workshop 15
018.252682@telia.com
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Integration or reintegration of the sick child
into mainstream
Worshop
17

In this short article you’ll find my brain-storming, ideas and suggestions of what I believe this WS is
about. It is an invitation to share your ideas, suggestions or even research results! We could start a
debate about it in our own chat room on HOPE website. As you know sharing ideas and experiences
are the best tools of learning.
THE ROLE OF A HOSPITAL TEACHER:
The hospital teacher is able to examine and describe the problems of a sick student, so that an action
plan can be made to optimize the teaching circumstances, so that the educational barriers that may exist
will be diminished.
(Mr. O.H. Mourik: Professional Profile for Hospital Teachers, Ziezon 2008).
This short quotation from Mr. Mourik’s book is in my opinion the best description of a
hospital teacher, who is now taking roles of an educator, facilitator, consultant, advisor.
And I’m sure you are able to describe many more roles, that you are engaged in daily …
FACTS ABOUT MODERN MEDICAL TREATMENTS:
Students with multiple health problems – therefore:
 Shorter hospitalizations with often invasive treatments ,
 Multiple (per year, over many years ) hospitalizations,
 Longer stays at home while on medications or convalescents …
 Longer or shorter but multiple school absences.

.

PROBLEMS WHILE INTEGRATING/REINTEGRATING INTO MAINSTREAM SCHOOLS:
 Long term illness and treatment’s side effects (Cognitive abilities!),
 Lack of knowledge and skills due to illness or/and long hospitalizations – Fear of unknown???
 School friends in mainstream classroom are not prepared for their ill school friend,
 Miscommunication or no communication at all between teachers at mainstream school and
hospital school,
 Mainstreams school is not educated in appropriate manner with student’s illness, treatments
and side effects …
 Mainstream school is not technically equipped or doesn’t have skilled professionals to deal
with particular student’s new special needs.
 Miscommunication or no communication at all between parents and mainstream school.
SOLUTIONS????
Is there a magical stick to solve all these problems? You are shaking with your head, I can see you. Of
course there isn’t! This is a long term process that requires all the skills and knowledge of a
professional hospital teacher.
Here are just few examples of a good practice …
 Multidisciplinary team approach to each individual chronically ill student,
 Well prepared and conducted and also regular communication between parents, students,
hospital teachers and medical staff,
 Well prepared and conducted and also regular communication between mainstream school
teachers and hospital teachers,
 Tailor made individualized programs with a clear but adaptable action plan,
 Long term/ Regular communication between parents, mainstream school and hospital school,
 Visits of hospital teachers at mainstream schools and advising.

help

WHAT ABOUT YOU???
What are your experiences? Examples of good practice?
families
The problems that seem like a Gordian knot to you?
Have you done any research about how successful integration/reintegration of your
was?
withstudents
the strain
Could you share the results with other hospital teachers?

cope

of cancer

I’m inviting you to join the HOPE’s Workshop No. 17 on website since you have many but different
experiences but also many hospital teachers encounter with these problems daily.
And we are going to meet face to face in Munich in 2010 and have a long and fruitful WS!!!
Mojca Topic

Hospital School Ledina, Ljubljana, Slovenija

mojca.topic@siol.net
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Worshop
19

Helpful Information on the Web
How can I inform a class with a patient suffering from cancer?
http://www.hospitalteachers.eu/timsis/index.php?id=1410&L=0
A good explanation to a child who wants to know what Asthma is?
http://www.hospitalteachers.eu/timsis/index.php?id=1521&L=0
How to detect an eating disorder?
http://www.hospitalteachers.eu/timsis/index.php?id=1463&L=0

Website Timsis

What is TIMSIS?
It is the abbreviation for “Teacher in-service training material concerning pupils with
serious and chronic illnesses in both regular and hospital attached schools”. TIMSIS
started its work in 2004 as a Comenius 2.1 project. With a budget of € 310’000.- (plus ca.
€ 360’000.- worth of manpower brought in by the project partners) a team of teachers from
hospital schools and lecturers from universities from 6 countries (Czech Republic, Finland,
Germany, Hungary, Norway and Russia) developed a wonderful internet platform for
teachers, parents and children. The project was coordinated by Wolfgang Langer and
Ulrike Steiger from the Ludwigsburg University of Education in Germany.
Now HOPE Workshop 19
Following an agreement between HOPE and the University of Education Ludwigsburg
(Germany) from November 2007, TIMSIS became an HOPE Workshop which started its
work at the HOPE congress in Tampere (Finland) on 6 June 2008. The workshop members
aim at translating the material into other languages (preferably into Spanish, French,
Italian…) and at adding information about more illnesses in as many languages as
possible. The workshop language is English and we agreed on starting every new disease
in English. Fortunately, Wolfgang Langer and Ulrike Steiger as well as others from the
former project and HOPE members from different countries agreed on supporting our
workshop.

A picture drawn by a child with cancer:
"How I perceive the disease"

Use it or lose it!
If you are a committed teacher who works (also) with chronically or severely ill children
you can profit from the precious information and send the link to your colleagues, patients
and their parents. We know that information is a crucial point for the inclusion of our
patients!
If you can offer translation for free or you are able to start a new disease (always in
English first), please do not hesitate and contact the workshop coordinators. If you find
something which is not correct or should be updated, please help us with more suitable or
new information.
Where do I find this treasure of information?
www.hospitalteachers.eu/timsis
Workshop coordinators:
Michele Capurso (board member from Italy) who will care for the technical aspects
Wolfgang Langer (coordinator of the former Comenius-project)
Christine Walser (committee member from Switzerland) who “happily volunteered” to
become a coordinator ;-) contact: ch.walser@gmx.ch
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The wall
hanging
project

Threads Across the World - Update
We now have 7 schools involved in the wall hanging project which
began at our HOPE conference in Tampere. Many thanks go to Tuija
and Niina in Finland, Marion in New Zealand, Dominique in
Belgium, Jody in Ireland and Anna and Kev in Australia. We need
another 5 hospital schools. Each school will receive a square from
each of the other schools involved to put together to make a wall
hanging.

Your school would need to make twelve squares. The squares
should be thirty centimetres (twelve inches) square. The base
material should be cotton but other fabrics eg felt can be used to
embellish the square. They do not have to be complicated.
Squares should represent something about your school or country.
I’ve included a couple of examples. We hope to complete the project
by the end of the year.

Australie

If you would like your hospital to be involved in this project, please
contact:
Mr Kev Rodgers
Barrett Adolescent Centre School
Orford Drive WACOL QLD 4076
AUSTRALIA
krodg9@eq.edu.au
Finlande

When you have finished your twelve squares, you can send them to
the above address and we will package up your twelve international
squares and send them to you. If you write a paragraph about your
school and your square we will produce a short booklet to go with
the wall hanging and to be sent with your final squares.
We look forward to hearing from you.

Kev Rodgers Principal
Barrett Adolescent Centre School
Irlande

Hospital Organization of Pedagogues in Europe
10, avenue Hippocrate – BP 8510 – 1200 Brussels - Belgium
hope@hospitalteachers.eu - www.hospitalteachers.eu

